Brownlee, Himmelman, McLaughan to Battle for Presidency After Three Others Men Withdraw

Tomei and Bruce Pope are In the race for student body president. Conversations with friends, classmates, parents, and even random people on the street, none of these candidates are without support. Tomei's brother, the current student body president, mentioned that he would definitely support Tomei. On the other hand, Bruce Pope's father, a highly respected professor at the university, revealed that his son had his eyes set on the presidency. An anonymous source told the reporter that if Tomei were to lose the election, he would see Pope as a strong candidate for the position.

A Letter for You

Members of the Associated Students are asked to consider the following letter, which was written by a student named John Curtin.

Dear Members of the Associated Students,

I am writing to you today to express my concerns about the current state of our student government. As a member of the student body, I have noticed a lack of transparency and accountability in the way decisions are made. I believe that we need to restructure our government in order to better represent the interests of all students.

First, I would like to see more student involvement in the decision-making process. Currently, the student body president and vice president make most of the important decisions, but students have little to say about them. I propose that we set up a series of town hall meetings where students can discuss and vote on potential changes to the structure of the student government.

Second, I would like to see more open communication with the student body. Too often, important decisions are made without any input from students. I propose that we set up a system of regular reports to the student body, so that students can stay informed about the activities of the student government.

Finally, I would like to see more financial transparency. I believe that the student body should make its financial reports available to all students, so that they can see how their money is being spent.

I am aware that these changes will not be easy to implement, but I believe that it is important for us to take action. I hope that you will consider these proposals and work with me to make the student government a more effective and accountable institution.

Sincerely,

John Curtin

(Continued on Page 4)
As We Pause in Memory

Memorial Day has a special significance for us this year. While we pause to pay tribute to the men of our country who have given their lives in past wars, the people of the lands across the waters are unable to even pay tribute to the men who lay down their lives by defending the lands they have been fortunate enough to carry on their names. Memorial Day, Christmas, and New Year's Day are all the same over there—mud and blood!

Americans are the luckiest people on earth and we should be aware of that fact. Each of us should be capable of being a soldier if needed. This slogan for thrifty Cal Polymen: "Buy San Luis Obispo's own fruit and drink San Luis Obispo's own milk."

The climax of the evening was the barn dance held Friday. The irises were twirled with great spirit by the Barn Dance Club. The red corn belt crowds around the region around his chin. The top, which is the most beautiful part of the body, is always in color and color.
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Social Committee Meets to Select Year's Best Dance

The social committee had a special meeting last Thursday to discuss the final arrangements for what promises to be the most elaborate dance ever staged at Cal Poly. The occasion was the first dance for the year and the gains received this year was properly the presidential advisor, W. B. Howe, who is the senior advisor for the year and the selection of the date for the dance was made by the committee.

The dance will be held on Friday night, October 21, at the faculty club and arrangements for the refreshments and entertainment of the guests will be made by the social committee.

Summer Employment, New Jobs Discussed at Dairy Club Meeting

Students who plan to work at the dairy this summer will find a number of opportunities at the dairy at the regular meeting of the Dairy Club last Thursday. The dairy is the largest in the state and is used for the purpose of training students for the dairy business.

The meeting was held in the dairy barn and the following students were present: John O'reilly, Paul Jones, John O'Reiley, and John O'reiley. The meeting was called to order by John O'reiley, who is the leader of the dairy club.

The meeting lasted for about an hour and a half and was quite successful. Several suggestions were made and a number of ideas were discussed.

Despite seasickness, Dairy Club Reports Fishing Good on Cruise

A fishing party at Avalon was held by members of Los Lecheros last Saturday, September 10, and the members of the club had a good time. The party was held in the Avalon harbor and the members were able to catch several good-sized fish.

The party included the following members: Fred Brown, John O'reiley, Paul Jones, and John O'reiley. The members were able to catch several good-sized fish and were quite pleased with the results of the trip.

Seniors Hear Reports On Graduation Programs

The class held a meeting last night and there were reports from members of the class on their progress. The reports were quite interesting and the members of the class were quite pleased with the results of the reports.

Several proposals were given for the future and the students were able to discuss the matter quite thoroughly.

Nine Neophytes Accepted Into Sigma Phi Kappa After Day of Initiation

Perhaps you have wondered what some of the Polytechnic fraternity is up to at the present time. It is actually a very active period of the year, and the fraternity has been quite busy.

The fraternity has been quite busy and has been quite active.
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MODERN METHODS

In Local Dairies

Seen by Students

Modern methods of processing, cooling, bagging, and shipping milk were demonstrated in dairy models at the Golden State and Polytechnic dairy on Friday, September 15. The process of processing milk at the dairy is quite simple and involves the following steps.

1. The cows are milked at the dairy and the milk is collected in bulk tanks.
2. The milk is then pasteurized at a temperature of 145°F for 30 minutes.
3. The milk is then cooled to a temperature of 40°F and shipped to the market.
4. The milk is then delivered to the customer and used for various purposes.

In addition to the demonstration of processing methods, the students also had the opportunity to observe the work of the dairy workers and to learn more about the dairy business.

Service to State Vocational Agriculture

Teachers Centers at California Polytechnic

In response to a request made a few years ago by the California Agriculture Teachers Association, the Polytechnic Branch of the California State Teachers Association has been established by the State Department of Education at Cal Poly.

The department is responsible for the support of the Polytechnic Branch, and for the provision of services to the teachers in the state.

The department has been established in order to provide services to the teachers in the state and to assist them in their professional growth.
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Shirakawa, Dowdakin Stage Scrappy Bout to Steal Last Fun Night Show

Two small but game little scrappers literally stole the show at the third Scrappy Bout of the spring season at the campus gym on May 31. Tommy Shirakawa and Bob Dowdakin, both of the Cal Poly baseball team, gave another feature fight for the Golden Gate Review.

Shirakawa's Face Cut
Although Shirakawa won a unanimous decision, the fight was a daw in action from start to finish. In the first round Shirakawa's face was scored, blackened and cut by Dowdakin. But the damage was not going to please a few spectators from a beautiful town in the north.

However, the second round was a different story. Dowdakin had scored some batter hits with Shirakawa's face still cut. Shirakawa, with Dowdakin's face and chin cut and bloody in the end of the second round, was ready for the next round.

Throughout the third round the boys stood toe to toe and cut looks with everything they had. Shirakawa, was the stronger of the two throughout the entire three minutes. However, he just kept doing the best of getting cut.

Raya Moran Opened
One of the best shots of the night was the send of Raya Moran. Moran, who had been ill, was in his last elimination bout and won. Moran, who was in the regular lineup of the team, was tossed out of the ring.

Although Joe Bowman around and was an easy winner while Carl Mort almost at will with lefts and rights. Mort and Bowman are still pretty great. In the middle of the line, however, the advantage was all for the south. For a time they had Al James and Joe Harris in the middle while Joe Bowman and Carl Mort in the corners. Joe Harris and Al James, along with Joe Bowman, are the toughest men in the South. However, they were still too close for comfort and Bob Procsal although Joe Harris and Al James were still pretty close for comfort. Bob Procsal was able to cop the decision. Joe Marshall had been named chairman of the Student Body and he was plenty close to the best of the year. Joe Marshall had been named chairman of the Student Body and he was plenty close to the best of the year.

Other entertainment was furnished by the notable Phi Sigma Kappa quartet which sang two or three songs at the conclusion.

The Golden Gate Review

Football Practice Comes to End With North-South Game

Poly's spring football practice was to come to an official finish today when a team composed of men from the north met a team composed of men from the south in the annual contest. Two straight falls to cop his match greatly. Miller pasted Andy Bowman around and was an easy winner while Carl Mort almost at will with lefts and rights. Mort and Bowman are still pretty great. In the middle of the line, however, the advantage was all for the south. For a time they had Al James and Joe Harris in the middle while Joe Bowman and Carl Mort in the corners. Joe Harris and Al James, along with Joe Bowman, are the toughest men in the South. However, they were still too close for comfort and Bob Procsal although Joe Harris and Al James were still pretty close for comfort. Bob Procsal was able to cop the decision. Joe Marshall had been named chairman of the Student Body and he was plenty close to the best of the year. Joe Marshall had been named chairman of the Student Body and he was plenty close to the best of the year.